
COMPUTERISED SETS TRIAL 
Members may have become aware recently of some extra activity being conducted at the 

Sets Desk on occasions. What this relates to is some testing of software to generate 

computerised Sets. 

A few weeks ago, Committee members were given a presentation of some software that is 

successfully being used at several Perth based tennis clubs around the metro area. These 

clubs implemented the software some years ago and use the product in various ways but 

primarily to construct computerised sets for Social play. 

Extensive testing is still on-going and the Committee has instructed that a number of trials 

now be conducted in a ‘live’ setting. The first official trial occurred this past Saturday (17th 

Oct), with the software being used to generate Sets during the entire afternoon. Those of 

you who were present would have noted the Sets for each round being displayed in colour 

on a large screen (for which we acknowledge and thank Andy Mackechnie for its loan during 

our testing phase). 

Live trials are set to continue for the next 3 weeks during Social play, both on Saturday as 

well as during Social play on Wednesday. We welcome having as many of you as possible 

down to the Club on those days for a Social hit. 

A decision as to the software’s suitability and possible purchase will be made by the 

Committee after it has reviewed the Set output reports which are being assessed on each 

occasion. In either event, it’s important to note the Committee has made no decision in 

regard to the longstanding ‘manually’ constructed method for planning Sets. It’s entirely 

possible both methods can co-exist. 

Playing conditions at present are ideal. If we haven’t seen you for a while, what better time 

to come down to the Club. Social tennis commences at 2:00pm on Saturday and 5:00pm on 

Wednesday (with a free supply of court lights after dark). 

The Club follows the following Set types during Social play, to the extent possible: 

 Set 1 :  Men and Ladies Doubles – varied standard 

 Set 2 :  Men and Ladies Doubles – same standard 

 Set 3 :  Mixed Doubles – same standard 

 Set 4 :  Mixed Doubles – same standard 

 Set 5 :  Men and Ladies Doubles – same standard 

We look forward to seeing you all! 
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